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Presented is a quantum gravity theory that is a quantum mechanical generalization of Einstein’s
vierbein field-based approach, where the classical metric tensor field is promoted to a quantum me-
chanical metric tensor field operator. The quantum gravity theory derives from quantum information
dynamics intrinsic to quantized space, which is taken to be a tensor product space on a qubit array.
Hence, the metric tensor field operator is expressed as a product of two frame 4-vectors, which are
anticommuting operators and naturally represented by Dirac matrices. The quantum gravity theory
reduces to an effective nonlinear theory for a superconductive Fermi condensate. The asymmetric
part of the metric tensor field operator encodes a fermion’s intrinsic spin and mass in the torsion of
space. A lower bound on the Fermi condensate’s pair mass is found and the pair’s mass estimated.
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Introduction.—With the hope of finding a renormaliz-
able quantum gravity theory, one possibility is to search
for an equivalent quantum computing model which en-
codes unitary particle and field dynamics using a quan-
tum generalization of the classical metric tensor field of
a curved-space manifold. Such an approach would be
a modern realization of Mie’s idea of an “unavoidable
connection” between gravitation and the existence of the
fundamental particles [1–3]. Moreover, if the quantum
generalization of the metric tensor had an antisymmetric
part encoding torsion of space, a possibility anticipated
by Sciama [4], then the intrinsic spin of a quantum par-
ticle becomes a gravitational phenomenon. The 4-vector
basis of the local tangent space of the spacetime mani-
fold in classical gravity could be generalized to a quantum
mechanical 4-vector basis in the quantum gravity theory.
The idea that space by itself can support all particle
and field dynamics dates back to Kaluza [5], Einstein
[6] and Wheeler [7, 8], leading to string theory [9, 10]
based only on a gravitational Lagrangian as a theory of
everything. Recently, Kempf has explored the idea that
space can be simultaneously discrete and continuous [11–
14, 14–16]. Also, the idea that curved space is expressible
in terms of spatial entanglement offers a quantum com-
putational opportunity to emulate particle and field dy-
namics with a lattice model equivalent to a curved-space
theory [17–19].
The quest for a unified field theory began in 1928 with
Einsteins vierbein field theory of gravity and electromag-
netism. Although Einsteins approach was not accepted
at the time (see Born’s July 15, 1925 letter [20]), today it
is foundational to studies of quantum gravity [21]. Pre-
sented is a quantum gravity theory that is a quantum me-
chanical generalization of Einsteins vierbein field-based
approach. In particular, the quantum gravity theory is
the dual of a traced-scaled vierbein-based gravity theory.
The quantum gravity theory presented here can yield
quantitative predictions of Standard Model parameters—
the mass of the Higgs boson in the Standard Model is
provided as an example of this tractability.
General relativity.—Einstein’s theory of classical Gen-
eral Relativity can be formulated as a gauge-gravity the-
ory by using four vierbein fields [6, 22, 23]. In Ein-
stein’s vierbein field formulation of General Relativity,
the basis vectors of the tangent space of a spacetime
manifold do not derive from any coordinate system of
that manifold. Instead the basis vectors are a fixed non-
coordinate basis. The vierbein fields are a set of four
Lorentz 4-vector fields—herein denoted by eµa(x), where
µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 is the contravariant 4-vector index in the co-
ordinate (Greek) basis while a = 0, 1, 2, 3 is the covariant
index in the noncoordinate (Latin) basis. Taken together,
the set of vierbein fields eµa(x) constitutes a transfor-
mation matrix (with 16 components) that transforms a
quantity, such as a 4-vector V a, from the noncoordinate
frame to the coordinate frame, V µ(x) = eµa(x)V
a.
Einstein’s unified field theory is a classical theory of
electrogravity that is formulated in the weak-gravity
limit, and so the vierbein fields eµa(x) = δ
µ
a+k
µ
a(x)+· · ·
are expanded, where the first-order fluctuations kµa(x)
play the role of spin-1 gauge fields in his gauge gravity
theory [24, 25]. Furthermore, the fundamental metric
tensor field gµν(x) of General Relativity is not a fun-
damental spin-2 field in the gauge gravity theory. In-
stead, the metric tensor field is the bilinear product of
two spin-1 vierbein fields, gµν(x) = eµa(x)e
νa(x), where
the vierbein fields are the fundamental fields. The met-
ric tensor field in the noncoordinate frame is the fixed
Minkowski tensor ηab, which is transformed into the co-
ordinate frame by contracting it with two vierbein fields,
gµν(x) = eµa(x)e
ν
b(x)η
ab 7→ {eµaγa, eνbγb}/2 [23].
A quantum gravity theory can be constructed in the
spirit of Einstein’s unified field theory of electrodynamics
and gravity by generalizing the Minkowski metric. The
2primary ansatz in this quantum gravity theory is the exis-
tence of a metric tensor operator. To represent a particle,
the classical Minkowski metric (metric tensor in the non-
coordinate basis) is promoted to a metric tensor operator
with an antisymmetric (quantum mechanical) part
gˆab = ηab14 +
1
2
[γa, γb], (1)
where the 4-vector operator γa = (γ0,γ) in the non-
coordinate frame has components that are 4 × 4 Dirac
gamma matrices [26, 27]. The Dirac matrix for the time-
component is unimodular γ20 = 14 and hermitian γ
†
0 = γ0,
while the 3-vector γ = (γ1, γ2, γ3) has components that
are skew-involution matrices
γ2i = −14 (2)
and antihermitian γ†i = −γi. The Dirac matrices satisfy
the anticommutation relations (Clifford algebra)
{γa, γb} = 2ηab14, (3)
where the signature of the Minkowski metric tensor is
here taken to be ηab = diag(1,−1,−1,−1). So, inserting
(3) into (1), the metric tensor operator in the noncoor-
dinate basis is expressed in terms the 4-vectors γa and
naturally divided into its manifestly symmetric (the clas-
sical Minkowski metric) and antisymmetric (the quantum
metric) parts
gˆab =
1
2
{γa, γb}+ 1
2
[γa, γb] = γaγb. (4)
The 4-vector operator γa on the righthand side of (4)
is the “square root” of the metric tensor operator gˆab
on the lefthand side. Therefore, the set of 4-vectors
{γa | a = 0, 1, 2, 3} are immediately identified as the
basis 4-vectors of the noncoordinate frame. In turn, the
basis 4-vectors of the coordinate frame, denoted here by
eµ(x), are obtained by applying the vierbein fields to ef-
fect the transformation from the noncoordinate to the
coordinate frame
eˆµ(x) = eµa(x)γ
a, (5)
where the frame 4-vector eµ(x) = (e0(x), e(x)) is the fun-
damental field of quantum gravity. Finally, the metric
tensor operator in the coordinate frame is likewise ob-
tained by applying the vierbein fields to effect the trans-
formation
gˆµν = eµae
ν
bgˆ
ab (4)= eµae
ν
bγ
aγb
(5)
= eˆµeˆν . (6)
Gauge field theory.—As a prelude to introducing quan-
tum gravity as a gauge field theory, consider the bosonic
Lagrangian density (trace-scaled vierbein gravity) for
matter and space
L√−g =
1
2
∇µTr[φ◦gαβ ]∇µTr[φ◦gγδ] +RTr[φ◦gαβ]. (7)
Variation of the action
∫
d4xL with respect to the vier-
bein field eµa gives the Einstein equation with a predicted
cosmological constant term
Gκλ + Λgκλ =
8πG
c4
T κλ, (8)
where the Einstein tensor is Gµν = Rµν − 12gµνR, the
cosmological constant appears in R2 = ΛTr[gαβ]R as the
eigenvalue scale, and the energy momentum tensor is
8πG
c4
T κλ =
1
2φ
(
∇κφ∇λφ− 1
2
gκλgαβ∇αφ∇βφ
)
. (9)
Here φ ≡ Tr(φ◦eµaeνa) takes the place of the dilaton in
Mann’s 3+1 dimensional R = T dilaton gravity [28, 29].
The quantum gravity theory dual to the bosonic theory
(7) is the fermionic gauge field theory
Ldual = √−g
[
i~cεgˆµνγµ
(
∂ν +
ieAν
aΥˆ
(1)
a
~c
)
ε
− 1
4
FµνaF
µνa(Tr[φ◦g
αβ ]− 2φ◦)
]
, (10)
where the fermion field operator’s equal-time anticommu-
tation relations are {εs(x), εt(y)} = 0, {ε†s(x), ε†t (y)} = 0
and {εs(x), ε†t(y)} = δ(3)(x−y)δst, where s and t denote
the spinor components of ε. The fermions interact uni-
tarily via a gravitational 4-potential Aµa = (A0
a,Aa),
where Fµνa = ∂µAνa − ∂νAµa is the gravitational field
strength tensor for a = 0, 1, 2, 3. The spacetime indices
are µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 and g ≡ −Det(gρσ). The generator for
the gravitational gauge group is Υˆ
(1)
a = i4πℓeβb∂aeβcS
bc,
where ℓ is the Planck length. The gravitational charge
unit is e =
√
~c/(8π). In the noncoordinate basis, the an-
gular momentum generators in the spin and position rep-
resentations of the Lorentz group are Sab = 14 [γ
a, γb] and
Jˆab = i
(
γaℓ∂b − γbℓ∂a) (used below). Ldual is a general-
ization of flat-space quantum field theory where a metric
tensor operator gˆµν encodes the fermion’s mass and in-
trinsic spin as torsion in space in the vicinity of the ε
fermion. The dimensionful frame 4-vector is Aˆµ = eeˆµ/ℓ.
Varying the action
∫
dx4Ldual with respect to ε and
Aνa gives the Euler-Lagrange equations
i~cgµν eˆµ
(
∂ν + i
eAˆν
~c
)
ε−mc2ε = 0 (11a)
− 1
(λeff.
L
)2
Aνa = ∂µF
µνa, (11b)
where mc2ℓε = −(~cSµν Jˆµν + 3e2)ε and
1
(λeff.
L
)2
= − 1
φ− 2φ◦
8πℓ2
~c
(
1
4
FµσbF
µσbφ− ~c
8πℓ2λ2
L
)
(12a)
1
λ2
L
= −√−g 4i~cℓ
2
e
2
εeˆµ
(
∂µ +
1
2
eβc(∂µeβd)S
dc
)
ε.
(12b)
3A gauge-invariant effective Lagrangian density—that
yields (11)—is a superconductive quantum gravity theory
Ldualeff.√−g = i~cεeˆ
ν
(
∂ν + i
eAˆν
~c
)
ε−mc2εε
− 1
4
FµνaF
µνa − 1
2(λeff.
L
)2
AνaA
νa. (13)
At t = 0 (massless λeff.
L
=∞ regime) and at t ≥ tc (high-
mass λeff.
L
= λc
L
regime), the London relation [30, 31] is
λ∗
L
=
√
mFc2
e2ρ
, or λc∗
L
=
√
mc
F
c2
e2ρ
. (14)
Hence, the product of the initial scales equals the product
of final scales (with superscript c) is fixed
mFm
∗
L
= mc
F
mc∗
L
. (15)
Here •∗ means the rescaled value of •, not the complex
conjugate symbol. The fermion mass is mc
F
= ~/(λc
F
c)
is determined by λc
L
in rescaled (14), which can also be
written using the squared rescaled charge e∗2 = 16πGm2
F
λc
L
=
√
(mc
F
)2c2
e∗2̺vac
, where λc∗
L
=
e∗
e
λc
L
. (16)
Nonlinear effective superconductivity.—The gravita-
tional 4-potential in terms of the 4-frame eˆµ field and
the 4-spinor ε field is
Aµa(x) = −λ2Leε(x)eˆµ(x)γaε(x). (17)
Inserting this into (13), the effective Lagrangian density
becomes a nonlinear (εε)2 theory
Ldualeff.√−g = i~cεeˆ
ν
(
∂ν + i
eAˆν
~c
)
ε−mc2εε
− e
2λ4
L
2(λeff.
L
)2
εeˆµγaεεeˆµγ
aε− 1
4
FµνaF
µνa. (18)
Using the 4-frame definition (5) and orthonormality
eµ
aeµb = δ
a
b , the nonlinear term effective Lagrangian
density reduces to
εeˆµγaε εeˆµγ
aε = εγaγbε εγ
aγbε
(4)
= εgˆabε εgˆ
abε. (19)
Moreover, using gˆab
(1)
= ηab14 + 2S
ab, the nonlinear term
has two contributing parts
εgˆabε εgˆ
abε = εηabε εη
abε+ 4εSabε εS
abε (20a)
= (εε)2 + 4εSabε εS
abε. (20b)
Therefore, the nonlinear theory may be written as
Ldualeff.√−g = i~cεeˆ
νDνε−mc2εε− e
2λ4
L
2(λeff.
L
)2
(εε)2
− 1
4
FµνaF
µνa − 2e
2λ4
L
(λeff.
L
)2
εSabε εS
abε. (21)
Fundamental mass scales.—The constant vacuum en-
ergy density may be expressed in terms of mF as
Evac = ̺vacc2 = mFc2ρ, (22)
where the number density is
ρ =
̺vac
mF
∼ 14pi
3 (λF)
3
. (23)
This implies a fermionic mass of
mF =
~
c
(
4π̺vacc
3~
) 1
4
≈ 5.73848× 10−39 kg ≈ 0.0032 eV,
(24)
using the observed value of ̺vac = 5.94748×10−27kg/m3
[32, 33].
Initially Sµν Jˆµνε = 0 when there is no torsion in space,
so the rest mass energy is mc2 = −3e2/ℓ. Hence, the
torsion-free nonlinear theory (21) takes the simpler form
Ldualeff.√−g = i~cεeˆ
νDνε+ 3e
2
ℓ
εε− e
2λ4
L
2(λeff.
L
)2
(εε)2 − 1
4
F 2µνa.
(25)
The essential nonlinear physics is contained in the third
term. The maximum value of λeff.
L
is infinite, which oc-
curs at t = 0 when the righthand side of (12a) vanishes.
So the energy contained in the second term on the right-
hand side of (25) is initially zero, yet it becomes greater
than zero after a critical transition time t ≥ tc. The high-
est allowable energy in the second term in (25) bounds
λeff.
L
to a finite length. The calculation of the highest en-
ergy limit provides a pathway to place a lower bound on
the fundamental length scale λeff.
L
≥ λmin.
L
in the nonlin-
ear superconductive quantum gravity theory.
Finally, L/√−g = gµν∇µφ∇νφ− 12 (−2Λ/φ◦)φ2 equals
the Lagrangian density (7), where λL =
√
−φ◦/(2Λ) and
where the vacuum energy density is ̺vacc
2 = Λ~c/(8πℓ2).
Hence, the φ’s wavelength (for φ◦ = −1) is
λL =
1
2ℓ
√
− φ◦h
2̺vacc
≈ 4.217× 1026 m. (26)
High-pair mass Fermi condensate.—The ε fermion’s
total mass m = mF is a dynamical quantity and the
flux density εε is also a dynamical quantity. Under field
strengths arising in a high-pair mass Fermi condensate
phase, the constant vacuum energy density (22) is
Evac = ̺vacc2 = 2mFc2εε = 2mcFc2(εε)c. (27)
That is, in the superconducting Fermi condensate phase,
a bosonic pair of ε fermions has mass 2mF, while the
vacuum energy density (22) or (27) is set by m = mF.
Since ̺vac = mFρ and the background number density
remains set by (23), the flux density in (27) is εε = ρ/2 =
4̺vac/2mF. This is a statement of the constancy of the
vacuum mass density ̺vac which is due to the paired εε
field.
So after a high-pair mass Fermi condensate forms (but
just before the formation of baryonic matter), the nonlin-
ear theory (25) stablizes upon achieving rescaled wave-
lengths λc
F
and λc
L
while satisfying the constraint (15) as
Ldualeff.√−g = i~cε
ceˆν
(
∂ν + i
eAˆ′ν
~c
)
εc −mc
F
c2(εε)c
− e
2λ4
L
2(λc
L
)2
(εε)c2 − 1
4
F ′µνaF
′µνa (28a)
= i~cεceˆνD′νεc −mcFc2(εε)c −
1
2(λc
L
)2
A′
2
νa −
1
4
F ′
2
µνa.
(28b)
Torsion in space associated with the formation of bary-
onic matter can occur only after the ε field forms its
stable superconducting phase.
The third term in (28b) is the massive gauge field term.
The maximal energy achievable at a point by an unpaired
fermionic field is limited by the Planck energy, ~c/ℓ. So,
the maximal energy achievable by a paired fermionic field
is twice the Planck energy, 2~c/ℓ. Upon setting the en-
ergy in the third term in (25) to twice the Planck energy
gives the following maximal energy density equation us-
ing εε = Evac/(2mF):
2~c
ℓ
=
e
2λ4
L
2(λmin.
L
)2
Evac
2mFc2
. (29)
This maximal nonlinearity condition has the solution
λmin.
L
=
1
16
1√
πℓ
e
2
ℓ
1√
mFc2̺vacc2
≈ 1.30017× 1039 m,
(30)
which is rather large for a minimum value and has the
form of (16) because of the
√
̺vac in the denominator.
Therefore, the effective minimum fermion mass mmin.
F
of
the Fermi condensate can be determined by applying the
London relation at the λmin.
L
scale
λmin.
L
=
√
(mmin.
F
)2c2
e∗2̺vac
. (31)
Equating (30) to (31) gives a way to solve for mmin.
F
mmin.
F
=
1
16c2
√
e∗2
πmFc2ℓ
e
2
ℓ
. (32a)
Finally, the estimate of a lower bound on meff.
F
≥ mmin.
F
can be expressed in terms of the fundamental constants
mmin.
F
=
1
32π
√
~
cℓ
mF =
~c
32π
√
ℓ c2
(
4π̺vacc
3~
) 1
8
(33)
≈ 1.11167× 10−25 kg ≈ 62.36GeV/c2. (34)
This gives a lower bound estimate of the paired fermion
mass obtained from the nonlinear theory (28)
mpair ≥ 2mmin.F ≈ 124.74GeV/c2, (35)
which turns out to be just under the observed mass of
the Higgs boson. A first-order correction is possible.
Higgs mass formula.—The background gravitoelectric
field—denoted say E′aγ
a for a = 0, 1, 2, 3—polarizes the
εε paired state that is taken to represent the Higgs bo-
son. Thus, the Higgs boson rest mass energy has a grav-
itational dipole-moment energy contribution which may
be estimated as
−eE′aγa · x ≈
e
2
4πr
where λF = 2πr. (36)
This induces a small change to the vacuum energy density
in the vicinity of the Higgs boson. To lowest order, this
change can be calculated using the dipole approximation
E ′ = ̺vacc2 − eE′aγa · x
̺vac
mF
(36)
= ̺vacc
2
(
1 +
1
(4π)2
)
.
(37)
Since εε = E ′/2mF, the corrected form of (29) becomes
2~c
ℓ
=
e
2λ4
L
2(λc
L
)2
E ′
2mFc2
. (38)
Finally, using (16) to eliminate λc
L
gives a solution formc
F
mc
F
≅
e
2
4
√
ℓ c2
(
1 +
1
(4π)2
) 1
2
(
4π̺vacc
3~
) 1
8
(39)
≈ 1.11518× 10−25 kg ≈ 62.5371GeV/c2. (40)
This gives a pair mass (again twice the fermion mass) of
mc = 2mc
F
≈ 2.23036× 10−25kg ≈ 125.114GeV/c2.
(41)
Comparing this prediction to the measured value of Higgs
mass at the LHC
mmeas.
H
= 125.10± 0.14 GeV/c2, (42)
one finds the difference between theory and experiment is
only about 0.0143 GeV/c2, which corresponds to about
an 0.01139% difference. The prediction falls right in the
middle of the tight experimental error bars, as deter-
mined in 2019 by the Particle Data Group [34].
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